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Firstly, we hope that our customers, suppliers

faster pace through the rapid sharing of ideas,

and friends are safe and well given these

recipes, samples and development assistance.

challenging and different circumstances. The
pandemic has had a massive impact on our

As we move forward into newer phases, we

lives and we are all working to stay as healthy

will be constantly looking to adapt and harness

as possible, both physically and mentally.

the best of our resources to fully support our
customers:

Very early on we learnt that adapting to new

•

ways of working to serve and react to our
customer’s needs can make all the difference.

Video meetings to help drive active projects
and solutions

•

Online technical and product training

The whole experience has given rise to

to make the most of our functional and

positive new challenges, as well as negatives.

innovative ingredients

Our hardest loss has been missing the Healy
community; simply sitting together with

•

Practical work to help in our test kitchen

•

Bringing new innovations and products to
the market

colleagues in the office, or out working closely
with our customers and suppliers.

There will be a ‘new normal’ which will bring
great possibilities for all of us in the future.

That being said, online video meetings
have given us a phenomenal and positive
experience through the ability to be
more responsive, such as bringing in our
supplier’s expertise to help directly with
customer challenges. In a number of cases
developments have been carried out at a

Paul Sheldrake
Group Application &
Technical Director

Guest Edit from Anne Marie Butler,
Edlong R&D Manager (Right)
Edlong was founded more than a century ago and in that time has
evolved into a specialised flavour company focused on the taste and
functionality of dairy, even in non-dairy or plant based foods. What
that means for our customers is a commitment to helping you create
the most authentic and unique taste profiles for your application.

A Truly Extensive Range
Our wide range of flavours are centered on:
•

Cheeses, butters, milks and creams

•

Cultured flavours like yoghurt, sour cream and buttermilk

•

An extensive offering of sweet dairy flavours like caramels,
chocolates and vanillas.

We also have an array of functional flavours to add mouthfeel
and provide flavour masking (read more on page 3)

Our flavours help developers combat some of the biggest challenges seen in the food and beverage
market today, offering consumers healthy yet indulgent products and helping to mask off notes or enhance
richness to deliver great-tasting products.

Organics BY Edlong
With the upcoming change to the legislation surrounding Organic
certification which comes into effect January 1st 2021, Edlong
has just launched the ‘Organics by Edlong’ range to support the
increasing trend of Organic food and beverages. The range consists
of organic certified flavours covering a range of dairy profiles;
everything from sweet to savoury.

More than four out of five consumers say the coronavirus pandemic
has changed their food habits, driving them to cook, eat, shop and think
about food differently
- International Food Information Council, Annual Food & Drink Report 2020

The impact of Covid-19 includes major changes to food and beverage
manufacturing and consumer purchasing. We see this on supermarket
shelves where people are focused on indulgent and nostalgic products.
But we have also seen consumers try to improve their health and
wellness during lockdown with more people cooking at home, eating
more plant-based foods and exercising more.

Indulgent Demand
Manufacturers are looking for support in developing more
indulgent but authentic-tasting plant-based foods. This is
along with an increase in flavour requests to support fat and
sugar reduction, protein masking and richness enhancement
in a variety of beverages, plant-based meats, sauces, desserts
and plant-based cheeses.

Flavour Masking Solutions
We support our customers in their development process from start to finish,
helping them find a flavour solution to fit their process and achieve their target
profile. Recently, we worked with one of our customers to develop a plant-based
protein beverage.
The product contained added pea protein which was giving bitter off notes and
a slightly chalky mouthfeel. With the use of our masking and milk flavours we
were able to help the customer deliver a clean-tasting, nutritionally-balanced
beverage which had an authentic fresh milk profile and no added sugar.

Talk to our partners at Healy Group about how we can help you today!

Range Expansion
Despite a challenging start to 2020, we have maintained our commitment to
solutions provision. To meet increased demand for application flexibility in the
plant-protein market, we are please to supply a shorter version of PrimaTex
Textured Pea Protein. PrimaTex Short 1070 contains textured pieces that are
approximately 10mm long, roughly half the length of PrimaTex Original 2070.

The short cut version is recommended for customers looking
for a finer texture in their final product without the need for
additional processing. This makes PrimaTex Short ideally suited
to applications such as sausages and meatballs, where the
desired texture tends to be less course.
PrimaTex Short 1070

PrimaTex Original 2070

versatile Solutions
Consumer expectations regarding nutrition, taste and texture are incredibly
diverse, and as time passes the competition from cultured meat and novel
ingredients grows more intense. Delivering plant-based meat which looks,
feels and tastes authentic is not an exact science, and it is increasingly
important to have an arsenal of ingredients at our disposal to deliver on
different briefs and overcome challenges.

As well as PrimaTex™, Healy Group Ireland are proud suppliers of
Beneo’s Textured Wheat Protein, BeneoPro W-Tex. With a pleasant,
cereal-like taste and over 65% protein, it offers an excellent meat
alternative in minced products, burgers and meatballs.

For further information about our full range of textured vegetable proteins and vegan solutions, please
get in touch now.

Meet The Team: Mark Milligan,
Logistics & Warehouse Manager
This newsletter we are catching up with our Dublin-based
Logistics and Warehouse Manager Mark Milligan (right). With
an amazing 20 years service, Mark is one of the longest-standing
members of the Healy team!

Q1. What does a typical day in your job look like?
My main role is to ensure that the warehouse is
manged to our exacting standards and to manage the
movement of product.

Q2. What’s been your favourite moment during your time at the Healy
Group for far?
I can honestly say that there has not been one outstanding moment, but
a series of great moments working within a great culture.

Q3. What are your hobbies?
I run a junior football club called Terenure Rangers
FC. This takes up most of my spare time, but I do
love listening to ‘The Boss’ Bruce Springsteen and
going to see him when he comes to Ireland.

Q4. What is your favourite food or meal and why?
I love anything Italian, but you can’t beat a bit of chipper
chips, batch loaf and real creamery butter as a nice treat.

Group News
Trying to talk on mute, poor connectivity and
awkward camera angles; the picture on the
left is probably a familiar image for many by
now. For us at the Healy Group it has been
a great way to keep in touch with the one
another in recent months, whether it’s a pop
quiz, weekly meeting or team training.

Our increased focus on staying connected in a remote world has paved the way for webinars and online
learning. Whilst many individuals will have returned or are in the process of returning to work, the ease of
bringing together customers and suppliers in one online environment cannot be denied.

Healy Web-Workshops
Those of you who have already attended our workshops in the
UK or Ireland will know how much our customers value the
opportunity to speak directly to the experts and to see our
products in action. For this reason we will soon be launching
our own online ingredient workshops based on popular topics.
Stay tuned on LinkedIn and make sure you are subscribed to our
mailing list to recieve your invite!
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